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Three classic Richard Sharpe adventuresRichard Sharpe and the Siege of Badajoz, January to April

1812It is a hard winter. For Richard Sharpe it is the worst he can remember. He has lost command

to a man who could buy the promotion Sharpe covets. His oldest enemy, the ruthless and

indestructible Hakeswill, joins the regiment and he is a man with a mission to ruin Sharpe.Richard

Sharpe and the Salamanca Campaign, June and July 1812Sharpe is once again at war. But this

time his enemy is just one man â€“ the ruthless Colonel Leroux. Sharpeâ€™s mission is to safeguard

El Mirador, a spy whose network of agents is vital to British victory.Richard Sharpe and the Defence

of Portugal, Christmas 1812Newly promoted, Major Richard Sharpe is given the task of rescuing a

group of well-born women, held hostage high in the mountains by a rabble of deserters. And one of

the renegades is Sergeant Hakeswill, Sharpeâ€™s bitter enemy.
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This collection of three books delivers everything you've come to expect of the (nearly) superhuman



Sharpe. If you like other Bernard Cornwell books, you'll have no problem with these. If you don't like

Bernard Cornwell's writing, it seems unlikely you'll have made it this far into the Sharpe series!I do

have one major complaint though: Every chapter - EVERY chapter - has at least one grammatical or

spelling error, looking suspiciously like the whole thing was run through a dodgy OCR tool and not

proofread by anybody before being published. Some examples:- 'lulling' where the correct word is

'killing'- 'Dr Patrick Curds' for a character named 'Dr Patrick Curtis'- 'Are' repeatedly (mid-sentence,

capital letter and all) for 'fire'... and so on., your Kindle is a great device, and the Kindle store is a

great means of buying books, but ultimately, the products you're selling us are books to read. If

those books are made difficult to read because they're poorly edited (if at all), then you're not selling

a good product.With this collection, you've done Richard Sharpe, Patrick Harper, Bernard Cornwell,

and all their fans a disservice. I hope the next collection is better edited - Sharpe deserves it!

I find the Sharpe stories very enjoyable but the Kindle version of "Sharpe's Company, Sword, and

Enemy" trilogy has far too many typographical errors. "Good" frequently becomes "goon". "Tide"

becomes "title". "Tip" becomes "up". "Then" becomes "them". "Begin" becomes "begain". Another

reviewer has complained about the numerous typographical errors in this trilogy which appear to

occur far less frequently in the single book editions from Kindle. When one has to pause constantly

to work out what the word should have been, pleasure in these stories is seriously diminished. The

trilogies are great value, but I have stopped buying the Kindle Sharpe trilogies and now buy only the

single books from Kindle.

I think all the Sharpe's books are entertaining and well documented, although the Kindle versions

would benefit from some proof reading.

Great writer and storyteller, brought back my reading joy, never have history lessions been more

entertaining

I find the Sharpe stories to be intense, funny, with graphic and realistic descriptions of battles and

the terrible injuries that result from those battles. There is a realistic humanity in the stories with

Richard Sharpe's rough, common sense approach to life and the people in his life.

This is a great story that follows history accurately. Corwell has injected the fictional character

(Sharpe) into the historically accurate campaign against Napoleon. The whole series is highly



recommended.

I love all the Sharpe books, they are great books and this is a great way to buy them in a trilogy.

Excellent escapist reading.
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